
World History: Lorna made world history by hosting and organising the first ever beauty pageant 
and woman empowering fundraiser on top of a mountain. The Magaliespark mountain range is 
also one of the oldest mountain ranges in the world. (This accomplishment was sent off to the 
Guinness book of world records.)


The empowerment program consisted out of weeks of confidence building workshops and 
training to provide young ladies (aged 14-18) in the community with the platform to learn 
modelling, acting, make-up, photography, marketing, social media, wardrobe and various other 
skills. Workshops also included emotional empowerment and wellness. These were very 
successful and up to today, Lorna still receives messages of gratitude from the youth and their 
parents.  








https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnJ-Kjs1PgM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ArL_6CADDmI


 





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3kaoycka4Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MOYImwJhLSU


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-D64ttJYPnA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvmjX9STvbI


https://www.facebook.com/missmrhartbeespoort


Coverage on media platforms


This pageant and (Lorna Greyling in modeling) was shared on numerous television, newspaper 
and social media platforms. SABC 3 prime time aired footage on this for 3 years, Kormorant news 
paper printed numerous articles for three years and Get-it magazine, also three years. 


All the finalists and their parents shared information, photos and videos for months and still do. 


Miss Hartbeespoort 
Expresso tv

https://youtu.be/qnJ-
Kjs1PgM

Final

https://youtu.be/
ArL_6CADDmI

Interview

https://youtu.be/
MOYImwJhLSU 








https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x7-Jc3juGCo
https://www.facebook.com/missmrhartbeespoort
https://youtu.be/qnJ-Kjs1PgM
https://youtu.be/qnJ-Kjs1PgM
https://youtu.be/ArL_6CADDmI
https://youtu.be/ArL_6CADDmI
https://youtu.be/MOYImwJhLSU
https://youtu.be/MOYImwJhLSU


Lorna’s models had 
numerous 
photoshootsby 
famous 
photographers. This 
built their confidence 
in so many ways. 









Lorna modeling on stage at the 
world historic mountain top pageant, 

Miss/mr Hartbeespoort 2018 in a

Dr B couture dress































Lorna and her two models were invited as celebrity guests at the Miss South Africa 
pageant. 











One of Lorna’s models from the Miss Hartbeespoort 2016 was used in a fashion 
show and as cover model. Christelize van Wyk was one of Lorna’s first models 
who went through her empowering program. Many of Lorna’s models were also 
signed at various professional agencies after taking part in the historical mountain 
top pageant. Three of her models have also started their own Businesses in the 
modelling and  beauty industry after receiving the training at Miss/mr Harties. This 
was truly a life changing program that could easily be replicated in the US. 

Some of Lorna’s models speaking on camera at a local event after their training at 
the youth empowering Miss/mr Hartbeespoort. The even was a major success. 




Miss/Mr Hartbeespoort 2019 - video and more models speaking at local events 
after their training at Miss/mr Hartbeespoort. These girls were shy and have never 
spoken in any public events before the empowerment program. 








Lorna’s students also learned how to speak on camera and many of them were 
interviewed by major national television media. 




A video of the historical mountaintop event below: 



Our models had a street photography session with professional  photographers at the legendary 
Monty Casino in South Africa. Many of them cried when seeing the pictures afterwards. They said 
that they never knew they were this pretty. Some of them are still sharing these pictures even to 
this day. For most of them it was and will probably be, the only photoshoot they will ever have. It 
was an honour to be able to be the part of their lives that reviled to them: “their beauty.” 



Our models were interviewed by the legendary Expresso show for their debut on primetime television. 
SABC 3 Morning show. They did great in their interviews even though many of them have never spoken 
on camera before this event. Lorna was so proud of them and blessed to be able to give them this 
platform.  https://youtu.be/MOYImwJhLSU

https://youtu.be/MOYImwJhLSU


Lorna and her models handing out easter eggs at a local orphanage is only 
one of the many events that was done to improve the community. More events 
can be seen on the Facebook page Miss Mr hartbeespoorthttps://
www.facebook.com/missmrhartbeespoort/ and  Facebook page 
womanMpower 

https://www.facebook.com/womanMpower Most of these events were also 
listed in the local newspaper Kormorant and in the Getit magazine for Brits and 
Rustenburg area in South Africa. 


hartbeespoorthttps://www.facebook.com/missmrhartbeespoort/
hartbeespoorthttps://www.facebook.com/missmrhartbeespoort/
https://www.facebook.com/womanMpower






The  first spectacular mountain top event - Miss/mr Hartbeespoort.  2017



Below: Lorna’s models were featured in a full page article of the Getit 
magazine in Brits and Rustenburg of May 18th.





Lorna Invested hours and months of training every year into the lives of 
young adults. Bringing hope and purpose into their lives through 
powerful teachings and life changing stories. Her modelling 
background helped her to find similarities between herself and these 
teenager’s lives and in return bring a powerful turnaround in many 
troubled young teenagers’ lives. The testimonies of children still until 
today reach Lorna and brings tears to her eyes. 



Miss Harties making a difference at a local orphanage (above) and hosting a local event 
(below



The following pictures is just a few to showcase a glimpse of the extravaganza on top of the 
mountain that changed so many lives. Lorna also got young singers and local talent form the 
community to perform. Giving them a stage and publicity on major media TV houses and news 
papers as well as live and online audiences. For many of the performers, this was also an 
opportunity to launch their talent and careers as performers. 






